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In this work the technique of modeling of optoacoustic signal initiated by laser
pulse in composites based on transparent matrix and metal nanoparticles was
proposed. It was shown that the time to achieve mechanical equilibrium is significantly lower than the pulse duration, and pressure is proportional to the augmentation of the nanoparticles’ temperature. Testing of the modeling technique
was carried out on the example of PETN – aluminum nanoparticles composite in
two variant with and without taking into account the temperature dependence of
the composites’ optical properties. Comparison of calculated and experimental
dependences of the effective absorption coefficient on the energy density of neodymium laser with pulse duration 14 ns was made. The modeling results are in
good agreement with the experimental data only if the temperature dependence of
the optical properties is taken into account.
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Introduction

The modeling of intensive light fluxes’ influence on solids remains one of the main
problems of applied physics. The arising effects could be used to determine the sample characteristics due to photothermal and photoacoustic effects. On the other hand, these intensive
fluxes might initiate the destruction of the sample because of thermally induced stress [1].
The interaction of nanoparticles with laser radiation is accompanied by strong non-linear effects [2]. Composites based on the transparent matrix and metal nanoparticles exhibit the effects of non-linear absorption of laser radiation, which are widely used in optical switching
devices [3, 4]. One is able to distinguish two main mechanisms of the non-linear light absorption by metal nanoparticles. First one is based on the properties’ shift in the field of laser flux
due to multi- and multiple-photon absorption, polarization of nanoparticles and so on [2]. In
this case, the heating of the nanoparticle is not essential. The second mechanism is related to
the heating of the nanoparticle and subsequent change in the refractive index. This drift caus-
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es changes of light absorption efficiency factor, Qabs, [5] and effective absorption coefficient
of the sample during the laser exposure. As a result, one can expect the dependence of the
observed absorption factor on the energy density.
In [6] the absorption coefficient, μ, of pressed pellet of PETN, containing aluminum
nanoparticles, which diameters in maximum of distribution are 100-120 nm (0.03% by mass)
in case of laser pulse with 1064 nm wavelength was studied. Using the optoacoustic method
the dependence of absorption coefficient on the energy density, Н, was determined. It was
shown that if the energy density increases till 0.1 J/cm2 the μ increases linearly from 20 to
110 cm-1, further the absorption coefficient tends to stationary value 120 cm-1 [6].
In terms of the theory of optoacoustic effects [7] changes of the pressure of the
sound wave is proportional to the increase in temperature of the substance. For the used mass
concentration of nanoparticles [6] their pulse laser heating will lead to the rapid mechanical
relaxation of the medium between the particles, and so the pressure growth will be proportional to the temperature change of the nanoparticles. The change in the temperature reflects
the depth distribution of absorbed laser energy density [7].
Pressed pellets of secondary explosives, containing light absorbing particles, can be
used to develop safe caps of optic detonators [8]. The temperature of the laser heated nanoparticle is a key value determining the evolution of the initial hot spots [9, 10]. Thus, the dependence of the absorption linear coefficient on the pulse energy density may change the particles’
temperature.
The aim of this work is to formulate and test the modeling technique of the photoacoustic effect in composites, based on the transparent matrix and metal nanoparticles, heated
by the laser pulse radiation.
Mathematical modelling

Consider the modeling technique of temperature distribution of heated metal nanoparticles by depth of the composite, based on the transparent matrix and metal nanoparticles
heating by laser irradiation. Energy of the laser pulse, absorbed by the particle, transforms
into thermal energy and causes the hearting of the particle and a layer of the matrix of a certain thickness, h.
Discussing on the qualitative level the initiation of the pressure wave in a transparent matrix containing metal nanoparticles we will consider the matrix as an inert one. Cases
where the matrix was considered as an additional source of heat was discussed elsewhere, for
example for the model of the laser explosion initiation [10-13], ignition of particles in the air
flow [14], reaction initiation by particle’s heating by microwaves [15], and propellant ignition
by a hot particle [16]. The nanoparticles heating accompanied by heating of the matrix layer
due to thermal conduction causes their thermal expansion. The typical temperatures of the
nanoparticles are about 1000 K [10-13], which might cause the enormous expansion. On the
other hand, the nanoparticles are inside the matrix, the most part of which keeps the initial
temperature. Thus, the neating of nanoparticles make the cool part of the matrix compress. In
order to estimate the typical time needed for the local mechanical relaxation of the matrix one
estimates the average distance between nanoparticles as half of the cubic root of their concentration. The relaxation is done with the sound velocity. This way one obtains the following
expression for relaxation time:
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where ρPETN and ρAl are densities of matrix (PETN) and nanoparticles, ωAl – the mass fraction
of aluminum nanoparticles in the sample, R – the radius of the nanoparticles, cs = 2500 m/s –
the sound velocity in PETN [6]. The typical local mechanical relaxation time for aluminum
mass fraction 0.03% and nanoparticles’ radius 50 nm is 0.35 ns, that is 40 times lower than
full width at half maximum of the laser pulse (τi = 14 ns). For that reason, it is possible to assume that the local mechanic equilibrium is reached almost instantly and does not affect the
photoacoustic response’s kinetics. The pressure amplitude could be estimated if one neglects
the mechanic relaxation of the sample as a whole, which is a limit of the sample confined in
absolutely incompressible environment. The mechanical equilibrium implies that:
VAl  VAl0

VAl0
V V 0
V V 0
  PETN T  T0   K PETN h 0 h   K PETN 1 0 1
Vh
V1
p   Al T  T0   K Al

(2)

where βPETN = 2.32·10-4 K-1 [17] and βAl = 22.58·10-6 K-1 [18] are thermal expansion coefficients of matrix (PETN) and aluminum nanoparticles, respectively, KPETN = 9.6·109 Pa [17]
and KAl = 7.1·1010 Pa [18] are bulk modulus, VAl, Vh, V1 are volumes of the nanoparticle,
heated and cool layers of the matrix per a nanoparticle, respectively. The balance equation for
the whole volume per nanoparticle is:
VAl  Vh  V1  VAl0  Vh0  V10 

4πR3 Al
3Al PETN

(3)

The ratio in the right-hand side of the equation is the volume per a nanoparticle.
Combining eqs. (2) and (3) one receives the expression for pressure estimation:
p  T  T0 

 AlVAl0   PETNVh0
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K Al
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(4)

Assuming that the volume of the heated layer of the matrix is estimated with equation Vh = 4πR2[R + (i)1/2] [11] and neglecting the difference of V10 and СAl-1 one receives
the pressure about 1.5 MPa when the temperature is T = 900 K (initial temperature was taken
as 300 K). The estimated pressure is typical for photoacoustic effects and significantly lower
than pressure estimated without the assumption of local mechanic equilibrium, that is about
KAl T  T0  ≈ 3 GPa at the same conditions. According to eq. (4) the pressure depends linearly on the temperature augmentation. For that reason, in the following part of the paper we will
pay our attention to the temperature only. This is reasonable providing that the temperature
influence on the thermophysical properties is negligible. In the experimental paper [6] the
uncalibrated pressure detector was used, so the relative values could be compared only.
An expression that allows one to calculate the thickness of the heated layer of the
matrix around the particle was proposed in [11] and further validated in [12]. Its value determined by the duration of the laser pulse and thermal diffusivity of matrix α [h=(ατi)1/2]
and does not depend on the material of the inclusion [12]. Local absorption coefficient was
calculated using expression μ(x)=πR2nAlQabs[R,T(x)], where Qabs is the efficiency factor of
absorption, R – nanoparticle’s radius, and nAl – concentration of nanoparticles (cm-3). Using
the approximation of root dependence of the thickness of the heated layer of matrix on the
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time of radiation one can get expression for the heating temperature of the nanoparticle at a
depth x at a time t:
1 t
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where G(x,t) is the power density of laser radiation at depth x at time t. Expression (5) takes
into account both the increase of thickness of heated layer of matrix over time and possible
changes of the efficiency factor of absorption during the heating of nanoparticles. Expression
(6) shows that the efficiency factor of absorption and local absorption coefficient can both
depend generally on the co-ordinate and time, if the optical properties of the nanoparticle depend on temperature.
In this work the model (5) and (6) was used for modeling the temperature distribution of the heated nanoparticles with radius R = 60 nm by depth of composite. The PETN was
used as a matrix. Sample was heated by the pulse of the first harmonic of neodymium laser
with different pulse energy densities.
Simulated rectangular pulse with duration, τ, 16 ns was divided into 100 equal time
intervals with the following calculation of its impact on the composite at each moment of
time. Calculation was made on a regular grid in the co-ordinate, the thickness of the sample
was 0.55 cm, which corresponds to a five-fold excess of the inverse absorption coefficient at
the initial time. The spatial grid contained 200 cells of equal thickness.
Modeling results

Calculation results in case the efficiency factor of absorption does not depend on the
temperature are presented in fig. 1(a). The surface of the composite is taken as the reference
point on the x-axis. The Y-axis shows the temperatures of nanoparticles heating. The Bouguer
law can satisfactorily describe calculated distribution of temperature of heated nanoparticles
at the time of the termination of impulse. Exponential rate is proportional to the effective absorption coefficient, which can be estimated experimentally in the modeling samples by the
photoacoustic methods [8].
According to [13, 19], dependence Qabs(T) for aluminum nanoparticles with radius
60 nm in temperature range 300 - 700 K is well interpolated by the expression:
Qabs (T )  0.102 2  0.488  0.364,  

T  300
300

(7)

If the energy of the laser pulse is low, the temperature in the composite decreases by
a law close to exponential. As the energy density increases, the area with slight temperature
change appear, followed by its sharp decrease in the sample depth. With a further increase in
the energy density, the size of the area with a practically constant temperature increases. Distribution of temperature in the decay region can be combined with the same region for the
lower energy density by using simple translation. In fig. 2 the corresponding absorption efficiency, Qabs, distributions of aluminum nanoparticles by the sample depth at the time of the
termination of impulse with different energy densities are presented.
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Figure 1. Distribution of nanoparticles’ temperature by the sample depth; (а) Qabs = const.,
(b) Qabs = f(T) in terms of eq. (3); values of energy density [J/cm2] are
0.05 (1), 0.2 (2), 0.3 (3), 0.4 (4)

Figure 2. Calculated distributions of the efficiency factor
of absorption of nanoarticles by the depth of PETN-Al
sample under the laser heating; values of energy density
[J/cm2] are 0.05 (1), 0.2 (2), 0.3 (3), 0.4 (4)

Consider in terms of the model the processes in the sample in case of different values of the energy densities. If Н is low, the temperature of heating of the particles is small and
has little effect on the efficiency factor of absorption. If the energy density increases, the heating temperature of the particles in the surface area significantly increases, this causes the
growth of the local efficiency factor of absorption (fig. 2, curves 1 and 2). The resulting positive feedback causes deviations from Bouguer law, which can be described as an increase in
the effective absorption coefficient. Further increase in pulse energy leads to even higher
heating temperatures of nanoparticles in the near-surface area, at which the contribution of the
quadratic term in the eq. (7) becomes significant. As a result, the Qabs starts to increase in the
near-surface area (fig. 2, curve 3). For higher energy density a site with small and almost constant efficiency factor of absorption is formed, so that a site of weak temperature change is
observed in the same area. Then the maximum of the efficiency factor of absorption is
formed, its co-ordinate is determined by the energy density, and the temperature distributions
behind the maximum are similar with a shift along the x-axis depending on the energy density
(fig. 2, curve 4).
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Observing effects are similar to the dye photobleaching in the field of high-power
laser radiation. In both cases, at large values of the pulse energy density in the anterior region of the sample, an almost uniform distribution of the absorbed energy density occurs,
what is against the Bouguer law. The most similar system, there one can observe the local
maximum of absorption coefficient inside the sample is the dye solution with the multiple
photon absorption in the four level system where the absorption cross-section from the second singlet state is higher than from the first one and the third singlet state is bleached due
to triplet state.
Calculated dependence of the effective absorption coefficient on the energy density
is presented in fig. 3. Behavior of calculated curve at the qualitative level coincides with the
results of the optoacoustic experiment [6]. If the energy density is
10-3 J/cm2 the observed absorption
coefficient is 9.0 cm-1. Then one
can see the almost linear growth
till 17.8 cm-1 for H = 0.09 J/cm2.
Local maximum on the dependence corresponds to the energy
density 0.15 J/cm2 with amplitude
18.4 cm-1. Further growth of the
energy density makes insignificant
changes in μ, for example if
H = 0.3 J/cm2 μ = 18.1 cm-1. In the
examined model the following
processes were not taken into account – melting of the nanoparticles under the action of high ener- Figure 3. The calculated dependence of the effective linear
gy density of laser pulse, features absorption coefficient of PETN – Al (0.03 wt%) on the laser
of the light mode in the sample pulse energy density
volume (multiple light scattering
by nanoparticles), increasing of the radius of nanoparticles during heating, which also contributes to the intensity of the measured acoustic pulse. Taking into account these processes
we will improve the agreement of the results of calculations and experiment.
Conclusion

In this work the modeling technique of optoacoustic signal, initiated by laser pulse
in composite based on the transparent matrix with metal nanoparticles, was proposed. It is
shown that in order to explain the experimentally dependence of effective absorption coefficient on the pulse energy density it is necessary to take into account the temperature dependence of the efficiency factor of absorption.
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